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PREFACE

What makes an outstanding first impression
without even reaching the interview stage? Your
CV. 

King's Business Club has always strived to stand
by our motto: To Educate, To Connect and To
Inspire. We have therefore drafted this exclusive
CV guide that secures all the 3 objectives
aforementioned. This guide will serve as a key
element for polishing your industry-wide CV
tailoring skills by Educating you about the 2
renowned CV patterns known as the Traditional
and Combination CVs as well as the appropriate
fields that accept them. Constructing an
impactful CV will further allow you to Connect
with potential employers and leave a mark even
before securing an offer.  Lastly, a handy template
always serves as a semi-finished canvas for
elevating your creativity, thereby Inspiring you
and boosting your confidence to 'apply for the job
you have been hesitant to apply to, just because
you thought your CV wasn't up to the mark'. 

This guide has been carefully catered for freshers
and involves efficacious Do's & Don't(s) and tips
for each type of CV to make your CV designing
process seamless and fun.                                          
                                            

               - KBC Human Resources Department  
 



Maintain a consistent
format throughout the CV
using a Calbiri / Times New
Roman font preferably 

Include key 
courses that are
relevant to the role
you are applying for 

Explain what you
did, how you did it,
and the result of
your actions
(quantify when
possible) 

Include an interest that is
relevant to the role you are
applying to and a genuine
passion (doesn't have to be
academic). This helps the
interviewer remember you
and might help strike a
rapport 
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Widely accepted in corporate industries like
finance, business and consulting

TRADITIONAL CV



Mention only technical skills under the
'Skills Summary' section, as they can be
backed by evidence
Always use your professional email-id, for
example your King's email
Always ensure to add your contact
number, email id and your LinkedIn
profile. Website is optional based on the
position

Include a sentence about your
aim/motivation
Mention a unique trait that makes
you stand out and  highlights the
value you can add to the firm
Avoid adding skills in this section,
as it will be displayed later

Use a reverse
chronological
order i.e, most
recent to
previous
positions
Add statistical
and measurable
data as
evidence, to
create a strong
impression
Highlight the
skills mentioned
in the job
description/pers
on specification.

Add university degrees and focus on your learning
thereof
Add 2 bullet points, the first indicating relevant
modules studied and the second, a brief description of
what you gained out of them
As you progress, remove high school education as it is
only relevant for freshers without concrete experiences
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Widely accepted in marketing, technology and
creative industries like media

COMBINATION CV



CV DOS & DON'TS

Maintain consistency with respect
to fonts, visuals and formatting 
Stick to a one-page CV 
Always spell check and look out
for grammatical errors
Use impactful action verbs, such
as: spearheaded, orchestrated
and designed
Choose the right kind of CV –
Traditional, Functional or
Combination *
Always customise your CV in
terms of skills, experience and
education for different
applications

Value brand name over experience 
Lie in your CV 
Include educational qualifications
before high school 
Include qualifications you don’t
have adequate certifications for 
Include any negative information
or failed experiences such as start-
ups, assessments etc 
Forget to attach a cover letter
despite being optional. It is always
recommended to do so
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APPENDIX
Please find below links to the traditional & combination CV samples. You can
download the file as an MS Word Document and edit the same as per your
requirement.

1) Traditional CV Sample:

https://emckclac-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/k20082070_kcl_ac_uk/ERk-
rvR_YO5LsHurEf-bF90Bs1jHvoeczy1T78L87kXtXA?e=yKzMyu

2) Combination CV Sample:

https://emckclac-
my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/k20082070_kcl_ac_uk/EcPv7yZNv1BEmXVck
W2zFvQB_Slod_wOSqYuN84nn5DRwg?e=tCThiB
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